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Process mining

Custom AI solutions (such as 
NLP and computer vision)

API integrations /  
pre-built connectors Data transformation

Intelligent Automation Platform (IAP)

Automation

RDA / attended RPA Unattended RPA Intelligent Document 
Processing (IDP)

Conversational AI
(CAI)

Monitoring and insights

AI-based analyticsTask mining

Process 
orchestration

Enabling capabilities

Process 
management 
& governance

Rules-based automation AI-based automation

A host of technologies such as RPA, IDP, conversational AI, process mining, and 
process orchestration constitute the IA ecosystem
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Pinnacle Model® research methodology

We compile and share final results with participants, our members, and other stakeholders in the global 
services sector. Participants also receive a high-level customized analysis

Publish 
and educate

A cross-section of SMEs from various practices debates and refines the emerging hypothesesValidate 
and refine

We form an emerging point of view on the correlations between capabilities and outcomes, adoption trends, 
and key success factors

Form 
hypotheses

We then conduct interviews/roundtables with a subset of participants to gain deeper perspectives on their 
experiences, challenges, and journeys

Interview 
participants

We use surveys, RFIs, and other data collection methods to gather information from enterprises on 
capabilities and outcomes associated with the topic under evaluation

Survey 
enterprises

We evaluate multiple topics to identify hot topics that will resonate globally with sourcing leaders. We work 
with internal and external SMEs to define the topic and set boundaries

Define the 
topic

In the current Pinnacle Model Analysis, we look at 
enterprise Intelligent Automation (IA) adoption 
maturity to compare outcomes with associated 
capabilities 

Pinnacle Enterprise 
differentiators

Accelerating your 
intelligent automation journey

Implications 
for enterprises

Definition of 
Pinnacle Enterprises™

Everest Group Pinnacle Model®
assessments identify Pinnacle 
Enterprises™, companies that are 
achieving superior business outcomes 
because of their advanced automation 
capabilities. The journeys of these 
best-of-the-best companies provide 
insights into the key enablers needed 
to achieve desired outcomes and point 
to the investments required for the 
greatest speed to impact. Whether 
companies want to make incremental 
changes or achieve major 
transformations, Pinnacle Enterprises 
exemplify the way to success. 
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Differentiators for Pinnacle Enterprises™ Key implications for enterprises

Accelerating your intelligent automation journey Assessment of capability maturity and outcomes

Identifying optimal processes to automate and accessing experienced talent are some of the key 
challenges enterprises face as they increase automation.

The emphasis on and benefits of a citizen-led model are real and more visible to enterprises that are 
scaling up and more mature in their IA programs.

Integrating best-of-breed RPA and AI/cognitive capabilities is the preferred way to source IA 
technologies/solutions.

Successful IA initiatives are driven by an inclusive culture; implementing the right change 
management strategy is key to unlocking the next phase of growth.

To measure the scale and efficiency of its IA initiatives, enterprises have set-up a well-defined set of 
metrics that are standardized across the organization.

This study offers four distinct chapters providing a deep dive into strategy and approach 
taken by enterprises for adopting intelligent automation; below are four charts to illustrate 
the depth of the report
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Typical AdvancedBasic Leaders

Capability maturity

Pinnacle Enterprises™

Each enterprise will have 
it’s own specific journey 
depending on the industry, 
size and culture

Business impact

Operational 
impact

Cost impact

Vision and strategy Organization structureTechnologyImplementation Talent management

Extent of sub capability gap compared to Pinnacle Enterprises™

Capability Sub capability Basic Typical Advanced Key journey accelerators for enterprises

Implementation 
approach

 Identify and define the future state for all business processes before initiating IA
– Define the future state for processes and then re-engineer them, keeping in mind the automation 

evolution
– Standardize and optimize business processes to realize more value from IA adoption 

 Set up well-defined metrics to measure the outcomes, scale, and efficiency of IA
– Measure metrics such as cost savings, ROI, process quality and speed, productivity, and 

customer experience to measure automation initiatives outcomes
– To measure the scale and efficiency of automation initiatives, collect and monitor metrics such as 

license utilization, speed of automation implementation, Straight-Through Processing (STP) 
rates, and number of use cases / processes automated

– Standardize the above metrics across the organization and monitor them 24X7 to make data-
backed strategic and operational decisions

 Set up robust risk management protocols
– Set up, regularly monitor, and optimize risk management protocols
– Can include security and risk leaders in the IA journey from the start to prepare, manage, and 

mitigate associated risks

Metrics & KPIs

Organizational readiness

Vision

Project initiation & 
funding

Extent of capability gap
Limited gapSignificant gap Moderate
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Other enterprises
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Pinnacle Enterprises™
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